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1. Tracker requirements at future HEP experiments
An example: The Compact Linear Collider CLIC

One future option for CERN - the Compact Linear Collider CLIC

Linear e+e- collider for the post LHC phase:

-

Staged scenario, √s from few hundred GeV up
to 3 TeV

-

100 MV/m accelerating gradient achieved by
two-beam acceleration

Possible staged CLIC implementation:

Physics goals:

-

Higgs, top Standard Model (SM)
precision measurements

-

Beyond SM physics
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CLIC beam structure - experimental environment

CLIC beam structure:

Very dense bunches:

-

-

50 Hz repetition rate of bunches
Low duty cycle allows for trigger less readout
Allows to ‘switch off’ electronics between
bunches (power-pulsing)

-

Reduced power consumption
Reduction of cooling material

Collisions within 156 ns bunch trains
Small bunch size at IP 40 nm (x) x 1 nm (y) x 44 μm (z)
High E-fields —> Beamstrahlung
High rates of beam-induced background particles
Drives detector design: layout, granularity, timing
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The CLIC detector
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The CLIC tracking system

Tracker layout (~ 140 m2):

Tracker requirements:
To reach momentum resolution:

-

Spatial resolution: 7 μm
Material: 1-2 % X0/layer

To reduce impact of beam-beam background:

-

Elongated pixels (300 μm x 30 μm)
Timing resolution of a few ns

Vertex detector requirements:
To reach impact parameter resolution:
- Spatial resolution: 3 μm
- Material: 0.2 % X0/layer
To reduce impact of beam-beam background:

-

4.6 m

Vertex detector layout (~ 1 m2):

Small pixels (25 μm x 25 μm)
Timing resolution of a few ns

Moderate radiation exposure (~104 below LHC):
NIEL: < 1011 neq/cm2/y, TID: < 1 kGy / year

260 mm
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A more general view on requirements for future HEP silicon tracking detectors
Strategic R&D Programme on Technologies for Future Experiments (CERN Experimental Physics Department):

CERN-OPEN-2018-006

Challenge:
Find technology that can address multiple requirements simultaneously
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2. Silicon tracking detector
technologies

}

Some performance considerations - small sensor capacitance

Large signal

Small sensor
capacitance

Small noise

Low analogue
power

Low heat
dissipation

Large signal to
noise ratio

Low
threshold

Low material
budget

Precise timing

Large efficient
operation window

Higher radiation
tolerance

More charge
sharing

Precise spatial
resolution

A small sensor capacitance
is important for many of the
requirements for future HEP
silicon tracking detectors
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Some performance considerations - fast charge collection

Some driving
requirements for future
HEP detectors:

What does this mean for
the sensor?

How do we have to
optimise the sensor to
achieve this?

Precise timing resolution

Larger signal after irradiation

Fast charge collection

High electric field that is
directed towards the
collection electrode

—> A fast charge collection is key to two driving requirements for future silicon tracking detectors in HEP
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Silicon technologies
Hybridreadout circuitry & sensor
separated:

MonolithicCircuitry integrated in sensor:

Silicon On Insulator (SOI):
Readout circuitry

Large collection electrode
CMOS (High-Voltage):

Small collection electrode
CMOS (High-Resistivity):

Readout circuitry
Insulation layer
Collection

Via
Collection

Readout circuitry
Collection electrode

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

circuitry

ce

shielding

circuitry
shielding

Sensor

Various technologies investigated in broad CLIC silicon tracking R&D
DOI: 10.23731/CYRM-2019-001
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Various technologies investigated in broad CLIC silicon tracking R&D

Talk of D. Dannheim at VCI: Pixel detector R&D for CLIC: https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/CLIC/VCI2019/VCI2019-CLIC-pixel-RandD-18Feb2019.pdf
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Hybrid technologies

Interconnects
Collection

ELAD sensors optimised for charge
sharing:

3D sensors - optimised for
high radiation tolerance:

Sensor

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.
2019.02.015

Separate readout chip and sensor:
- Allows to separately optimise readout chip and sensor
- Space for readout circuitry to fit complex functionality
- Less design constrains and smallest feature size (65 nm) ASICs
- Complex and specifically optimised sensors
- Sensor biasing separate from readout —> high sensor bias, homogenous field and fast charge collection
High costs and production effort for interconnects:
—> Especially challenging for small pixel sizes and large scale production

DOI: 10.1007/978-981-13-1316-5_71.

Readout circuitry

Examples of
optimised
sensors:
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Monolithic technologies
Advantages:
- Overcome limitations of interconnect
technologies
- Lower material
- Large scale production

Challenge:

-

Trade off between integration and performance
Placement of circuitry in sensor changes electric
field and sensor response
Layer 6:

ALICE ITS upgrade an example of a
detector using
monolithic CMOS
technology:

7 layers
12.5 Gpixels
Covering 10 m2

ALPIDE: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2015.09.057

Talk of L. Musa at VCI: CMOS Active Pixel Sensors for High Energy Physics 11

Monolithic technologies
Silicon On Insulator (SOI):

Large collection electrode
CMOS (High-Voltage):

Small collection electrode
CMOS (High-Resistivity):

Readout circuitry
Insulation layer

Via
Collection electrode

Circuitry and sensor wafers separated
by buried oxide layer

-

Collection electrode

shielding

-

Circuitry integrated in large collection

ce

circuitry

shielding

Sensor

-

Circuitry integrated in wells separated from
collection electrode

electrode
—> Good shielding from sensor bias

—> Small capacitance

—> Homogeneous field & high sensor bias

Parasitic capacitance, optimisation of

—> Fast charge collection

-

insulation layer

—> Large capacitance

—> Affects charge collection & sensor response

Homogeneous field & high sensor bias

—> Fast charge collection

-

circuitry

Sensor

Sensor

-

Readout circuitry

Highly non homogenous and complex field
Sensor bias can be limited by circuitry
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3. CMOS sensors with a small
collection electrode Technology and some results

CMOS sensors with a small collection electrode
Standard process:

-6V

0.8 V

-6V
Depletion:

P++

P++

P-well
Deep P-well

N-well

P-well
Deep P-well

Depleted
region

P-type epitaxial layer

Drift

Random
walk

Initial charge

P+ substrate
Backside voltage

-

Evolves from small pn-junction
Limited by breakdown of circuitry in p-wells to ~ 6 V
Challenging to achieve full depletion under p-wells

Total response combination of:

-

Random walk in non-depleted region (slow)
Drift in depleted region (fast)

Investigated technology process:
- Monolithic 180 nm CMOS imaging process
- Small collection electrode design
- Implemented on high resistivity epitaxial layer

-

Developed for ALICE ITS upgrade: ALPIDE
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2015.09.057
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Process modification to achieve full lateral depletion
Modified process with additional deep n-layer:
Depletion:

Drift
Initial charge

Evolves from large pn-junctions laterally over full pixel
Full lateral depletion, also under p-wells
Isolation of p-wells from backside by depletion allows
for higher backside voltage

Total response governed by drift:

-

Fast charge collection:

-

Studied for ATLAS HL-Upgrade (high radiation
tolerance), Investigator, MALTA
DOI: 10.1088/1748-0221/12/06/p06008

W. Snoeys et al.:
DOI: 10.1016/j.nima.2017.07.046.

-

Studied for CLIC (fast time stamping), Investigator,
CLICTD
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Prototype test-beam studies

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2019.02.049
CERN-THESIS-2018-202

Test-beam for analogue prototype (INVESTIGATOR), developed in framework of ALICE ITS upgrade:

—> Timing resolution ~ 6 ns for pitch of 28 μm (limited by readout).
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Prototype test-beam studies

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2019.02.049
CERN-THESIS-2018-202

Test-beam for analogue prototype (INVESTIGATOR), developed in framework of ALICE ITS upgrade:

For pitch of 28 μm and threshold values below ~ 350 electrons:
—> Fully efficient and spatial resolution below 7 μm.
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Prototype test-beam and simulation studies
Application of two tools for simulation:
Technology Computer Aided Design (TCAD) finite element simulations:
https://www.synopsys.com/silicon/tcad.html:

-

Sensor modelling, complex electric field

Allpix-Squared,
doi:10.1016/j.nima.2018.06.020:

-

High statistics Monte Carlo based on GEANT4

—> Validation of sensor
modelling with data

—> Relevance of electric field modelling with TCAD visible
by comparison to linear field.
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4. CMOS sensors with a small
collection electrode Limitations

Sensor simulations with TCAD

Pixel cell simulated
in TCAD:

Placement of circuitry in sensor
changes field and thus charge
collection and performance:

-

Use 3D finite element simulations (Technology
Computer Aided Design, TCAD) to model this

-

Investigate electric field configuration with
electrostatic simulations

Collection
electrodes

Investigate impact on charge collection:

-

Transient 3D finite element simulations
Benchmark of worst case scenario in view of charge
collection

—> Simulation of particle incident at pixel corner,
the furthest away from all collection electrodes

Particle

—> In the following, results of a study using 3D TCAD simulations are presented
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Limitations & critical sensor regions - the pixel corners
Vertical
dimension

Electric field along vertical dimension:

Collection
electrode

Electric field along lateral dimension:
Collection
electrode

Collection
electrodes

Pitch = 36.4 μm

Pitch = 36.4 μm
Lateral
dimension

Placement of circuitry in p-wells between collection electrodes:
—> Vertical electric field crosses zero value at certain depth
Lateral electric field crosses zero value at pixel corner:
—> Electric field minimum ( ) in pixel corners
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Limitations & critical sensor regions - the pixel corners
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—> Charge created at pixel corner is first pushed in the electric field minimum (vertical field), where it is ‘stuck’,
before it drifts towards the collection electrode (lateral field)
—> Despite full depletion, the speed of the charge collection is limited due to electric field minimum.
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Limitations & critical sensor regions - the pixel borders
MALTA test-beam results, in-pixel
efficiency after irradiation with fluency
of 1e15 neq/cm2, pitch = 36.4 um:

MALTA deep p-well layout:

https://doi.org/10.1088/1748-0221/13/01/C01023

Electric field minimum:
—> Long drift path & time
—> Efficiency loss after irradiation

Higher efficiency in regions with less deep p-well coverage:
—> Due to larger potential difference w.r.t. collection electrode
—> Use this for modifications of sensor layout
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5. Developments to overcome
limitations

Aim of development
Monolithic:
Large scale
Low costs
Low production effort
Low material

Small capacitance:
Large signal/noise
Small noise & threshold
Low power

Fast charge
collection:
Precise timing
measurements
High radiation
tolerance

Concept:
Combining all advantages of the monolithic
small collection electrode design with high timing
precision and radiation tolerance.

https://www.vectorstock.com/royalty-free-vector/three-piece-puzzle-hexagon-diagram-puzzle-3-step-vector-21053559
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How to overcome limitations from electric field minimum?
Baseline design:

Sensor modifications:
M. Munker, W. Snoeys et al.: https://doi.org/10.1088/1748-0221/14/05/C05013

—> Increase lateral doping gradient and as such
the lateral field in pixel corners
to mitigate impact of minimum on charge collection
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How to overcome limitations from electric field minimum?
Baseline design:
Modified process:

Sensor modifications:
Additional p-implant:

Gap in deep n-implant:

—> Electric field minimum ( ) deeper in sensor
—> Larger opening towards collection electrode
—> Reduced drift path
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How to overcome limitations from electric field minimum?
Baseline design:
Modified process:

Sensor modifications:
Additional p-implant:

—> Higher lateral field around minimum (
towards collection electrode

Gap in deep n-implant:

) that helps to push charge
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where it gets ‘stuck’ before drifting
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—> Charge bends away towards collection electrode
before it gets ‘stuck’ in minimum
—> Faster charge collection
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Benchmark of worst case scenario - particle incident in pixel corner
https://doi.org/10.1088/1748-0221/14/05/C05013

Current vs. time:
-

Qsingle pixel [e ]

Charge vs. time:

400
300
200
Modified process

100

Additional implant
Gap in n-layer

0

0

5

10
15
20
25
Integration time [ns]

Significantly faster charge collection for design with additional p-implant and gap in n-layer
Large improvement with only small changes of the manufacturing process.
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Application of new developments, CLICTD - a fully monolithic CLIC tracker chip
URL: http://cds.cern.ch/record/2643766.

Promising results of 180 nm HR CMOS imaging process lead to design of fully monolithic CLIC tracker chip:

-

Super-pixel segmented in high granular collection diodes to
maintain fast charge collection while reducing digital logic

-

Super pixel size of 30 μm x 300 μm
Pixel size of 30 μm x 37.5 μm
Larger dimension to fit functionality, gap in n-layer to maintain timing resolution

Diode discriminator outputs
combined in ‘OR’ gate:
- 8-bit ToA and 5-bit ToT measurements
- Storage of hit-pattern
- 100 MHz clock for 10 ns time binning

Gap in n-layer & additional p-implant first
implemented in ATLAS ITk MALTA submission:
—> Proof of principle:
higher irradiation tolerance proven by measurements of significantly increased efficiency after irradiation
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6. Future prospects

Future prospects - smaller pitch
Electrostatic potential & streamlines for different pixel pitch:

Observation:
- The potential changes in dependence of the distance to the collection electrode
- Larger opening towards collection electrode for smaller pixel size
Questions:
- How much can we improve by going to smaller pixel pitch?
- Do the process modifications still help at small pixel pitch?
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Future prospects - smaller pitch
Pitch of 20 μm:

Pitch of 36.4 μm:

100 electron threshold

Note different X-scale!

Pitch [μm]
Process
Time of 100 electrons threshold crossing

Modified
8.5 ns

36.4
Additional p-implant
2.5 ns

Modified

20
Additional p-implant

~ 1.35 ns

~ 1 ns

Seeing that a smaller distance between collection electrodes helps so much, why don’t we go to even smaller?:
—> We need space for circuitry
—> Use concepts that minimise distances between collection electrodes while maintaining space available for circuitry
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Future prospects - Staggering: alternating pixel columns
Not a new concept, but how does it perform for these sensors?
Principle:
Shift every second column up by half a pitch
to further reduce the maximum distance between
the collection electrodes and thus the drift path,
while maintaining space for circuitry

Collection electrode
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Future prospects - Staggering: alternating pixel columns
Not a new concept, but how does it perform for these sensors?

-

Potential and field in sensor depend on distance
between collection electrodes

-

Distance of one collection electrode to the
neighbours is hexagonal symmetric (irregular
hexagon with different side length, w.i.p.)

—> Resulting potential follows hexagonal symmetry
—> Complex geometry, why to do this?:
Hexagonal geometry ‘removes’ pixel corners,
that we have identified before as critical regions
in this technology
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Future prospects - Staggering: alternating pixel columns
Not a new concept, but how does it perform for these sensors?

Simulated designs:
- Modified process with and without additional
deep p-well
- Deep p-well layout along irregular hexagonal
pixel borders

Questions:
- How much can we improve by going to a hexagonal
design?
- Does this still help at small pixel sizes and after the
process modifications?
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Comparison staggered/hexagonal to squared pixel design
Charge of fastest pixel vs. time:
Benchmark of worst case scenario
in hexagonal design, top view
electric field:
Collection electrode

100 electron threshold

= Particle incident position

—> Significant improvement view of charge collection
—> Ongoing study
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Summary
CMOS sensors with a small collection electrode offerer many advantages for future HEP
experiments, such as CLIC
Challenges to overcome originate from placement of circuitry in sensor that
changes the electric field

New developments are promising to overcome challenges
and develop a sensor that can simultaneously address many
requirements for future HEP silicon tracking detectors

Attractive future perspectives to further
improve the sensor.

Monolithic

Small
capacitance

Fast charge
collection

https://www.vectorstock.com/royalty-free-vector/three-piece-puzzlehexagon-diagram-puzzle-3-step-vector-21053559
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Thank you!

Thanks to Walter Snoeys, the CLICdp collaboration
and many others providing input to this talk.

Thank you for your attention!

BACKUP

CMOS - Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor devices
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Staggering - benchmark of worst case scenario
Top view on staggered pixel design:

Top view on staggered pixel design electron current density 0.7 ns after particle
incident & streamlines:

Electrode 2

Collection electrode
Electrode 1

Electrode 3

Black electric field streamlines are bend more straight towards Electrode 1:
More signal is collected faster by Electrode 1 due to electric field configuration
Better ratio of signal over noise and better timing
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Staggering - comparison to squared pixel design
Comparison of transient response of fastest pixel for staggered (hexagonal) and square pixel design:
Modified process:

Additional p-implant:

The staggering further improves the timing even with small pixel sizes and after the modification with the additional p-implant,
due to:
- The fastest pixel collects the signal faster in the staggered design
- More signal is collected by the fastest pixel (only shared between 3 instead of 4 neighbours + effect explained on previous slide)
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Impact of charge carriers on the electric field
Pixel response with and without modelling
impact of signal charge on electric field:
Modified process
Staggered
Pitch = 20 um

The signal charge itself changes the
electric field:
- Difference of ~ 50 ps
- Need for a fully self-consistent simulation to
access timing response accurately
- Relevant for ultra-fast timing applications

Work in progress, need to study particle
incidents at different pixel positions
However, first simulations show clearly that
the effect is there.

- - - Dashed lines: without modelling the impact of the signal charge on the field
Solid lines: modelling the impact of the signal charge on the electric field
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HR CMOS sensor performance - different pixel layouts
Results of 2D TCAD simulations for different spacings for the modified process:
PhD Thesis M. Munker CERN-THESIS-2018-202
Electric field for spacing of 1 μm:

White lines
mark edge of depleted region

Electric field for spacing of 5 μm:

White lines
mark edge of depleted region

- Larger non depleted regions around collection electrode for larger spacing
- Higher electric field for larger spacing
VERTEX 2018, October 2018, Magdalena Munker, magdalena.muenker@cern.ch

higher sensor capacitance
!64

Test-beam results for different spacings - modified process
Impact of higher electric field for larger spacings on test-beam performance:
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PhD Thesis M. Munker CERN-THESIS-2018-202
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200
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800

0
-

Analysis threshold [e ]

Higher electric field for larger spacing:
- Less charge charing
- Degraded spatial resolution
- Efficiency drop at higher threshold values
- Faster charge collection

600

0.05
-6

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

×10
0.1

T10 - 90 [s]

Pitch of 28 μm x 28 μm, electrode size 2 μm, epi-thickness 25 μm

}

Intermediate spacing of 3 μm is
a reasonable compromise

VERTEX 2018, October 2018, Magdalena Munker, magdalena.muenker@cern.ch
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Test beam results for different spacings for the modified process
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Impact of higher electric field for larger spacings on test-beam performance:
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Higher electric field for larger spacing:
- Less charge charing
- Degraded spatial resolution
- Efficiency drop at higher threshold values
- Faster charge collection
Intermediate spacing is reasonable
compromise for good spatial resolution
and reasonably fast charge collection
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Impact of non-depleted region around
collection electrode for larger spacings:
- Calibration Factor (CF) extracted from
55Fe spectra
- Inverse proportional to gain
Lower gain for larger spacings due to
larger non-depleted region around
collection electrode

VERTEX 2018, October 2018, Magdalena Munker, magdalena.muenker@cern.ch
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Punch through
Simulation setup:
- 0.8 V

-6V

Irradiation dose
of 1015 neq/cm2

Backside voltage

-

Fix voltage on electrode and p-wells
Ramp up backside voltage

0

-2

-4

-6

-8

-10

-12

-14

—> Punch through at lower backside voltage for additional p-implant and gap in n-layer
—> Do we gain from a higher backside voltage?

-16

-18

-20

p. 10

Higher backside voltage - modified process
Electrostatic potential:
Backside voltage - 6 V:

Backside voltage - 15 V:

Backside voltage - 20 V:

Two different effects:
1. Higher backside voltage results in smaller potential variations along lateral pixel dimension:
—> Electric field lines less bend towards collection electrode —> longer drift path
2. Higher backside voltage results in larger potential variations along sensor depth:
—> Enhanced electric field and faster drift along sensor depth

p. 11

Higher backside voltage - modified process
Current pulses for different backside voltages
after irradiation:
Dominating effect:
Higher backside voltage results in smaller
potential variations along lateral pixel
dimension:
—> Reduced electric field in lateral dimension
Irradiation dose
of 1015 neq/cm2

—> Slower charge collection at pixel corner
—> Reduced signal at pixel corner

p. 12

Higher backside voltage - modified process with additional p-implant
Current pulses for different backside
voltages after irradiation:
Dominating effect:
Higher backside voltage results in larger
potential
variations along sensor depth:
—> Faster drift along sensor depth
—> Faster charge collection at pixel corner
—> Increased signal at pixel corner

Irradiation dose
of 1015 neq/cm2

p. 14

Future prospects - smaller pixel sizes - current pulses after irradiation
Pixel size 36.4 x 36.4 µm2:

Pixel size 28 x 28 µm2:

Pixel size 20 x 20 µm2:

Particle incident at 1ns

Particle incident at 1ns

Particle incident at 1ns

-6V

-6V

-6V

Irradiation dose
of 1015 neq/cm2

Irradiation dose
of 1015 neq/cm2

Irradiation dose
of 1015 neq/cm2

—> Significant dependancy of charge collection time on pixel pitch, especially without additional pimplant
—> No optimisation performed for smaller pixels sizes (e.g. implant or gap size)
—> Room for improvement

p. 16

Noise - capacitance
•
•
•

Specific characteristics of signal and noise depend on the exact design of the sensor and the readout circuitry
Frequently used circuitry for silicon detectors in HEP consist of a preamplifier and a shaper:
At the output of the shaper, thermal and 1/f (capture & release processes) noise contributions are proportional to the
capacitance

